Your Excellency, Dear prof.,:

Peace and blessings of God be upon you

I would like to invite you to attend the Eighth International Conference of the Faculty of Dar Al Uloom that is on 2nd to 4th April, 2017.

Under the title,
"The constant and the variable in the Arab and Islamic Sciences"

The faculty has chosen this topic to shed light on the constant principles in the Arab Thought, with all its branches, through the minds of thinkers, as well as the variables arising from the genius of creativity and addition within the framework of the Arab and global environment with its various cultures, and the development of civilization, in general, in its intellectual fields.

So, we are looking forward to your participation in this cultural wedding, and we are sure that your attendance will enrich this conference, that your attends represents a scientifical value.

We would be grateful if you could send the enclosed participation form as well as the research abstract no later than Feb. 15th, 2017. The whole research should be sent no later than the first of March, 2017 in order to be able to print the researches in a memorial book to be distributed during the conference.

Thank you for your cooperation and your kind participation.

• Herewith enclosed the main themes of the conference, the participation form and the participation & registration fees.

  Please accept the assurance of my highest esteem and consideration.

Sincerely,

Dean & chairman of the conference
Prof. / Mohamed Abdel-Rahman El Rehany

E-mail: Q_drehany@hotmail.com
Tel: 82/2366091 Fax: 086/2366091
https://ar-ar.facebook.com/MiniaDarElUlOom
Participation form of  
The Eighth International Conference  
Titled,  
"The constant and the variable in the Arab and Islamic sciences "  
From 2nd to 4th April, 2017  

Participant’s Name:…………………………………….  
Job:…………………………………………………………  
Address :……………………………………………………  
Tel.:…………………………………………………………  

Type of participation:  
Research ( )  
Attendance only ( )  

-- Note: The research abstract should be enclosed in no more than 5 pages (A4)  

Participation and registration fees  
- 1000 Egyptian pounds for the research for a maximum of thirty pages, from inside Egypt, including publishing, hosting and the memorial book; and L.E 20 for each extra page.  
- 600 dollars for researches from outside Egypt including the research publishing, hosting and the memorial book.  
- 600 Egyptian pounds for each participant without research from inside Egypt, including hosting.  
- 400 dollars for each participant without research from outside Egypt, including hosting.  
- Participation fees should be sent to the following address:  
  The Annual Scientific Conference of the Faculty of Dar-Al Uloom  
  National Bank of Egypt- El-Minya University Branch- Account no. (2/88705/450/9)  
  or money order to Mr. / Ashraf Abdelazim Mohamed.  
- The research or the research abstract should be emailed, written in “Simplified Arabic” font “14”; the page set up must be as follows: (margins : 4 for top, right & left but 6 for bottom).  

Mailing Address  
Arab Republic Of Egypt- Minya- Minya University / Faculty of Dar Al-Uloom  
Prof. Mohamed Abdel Rahman El Rehany  
Dean of the Faculty  
Mobile:01006790320/ Tel/fax. 0862366091 /  
E-mail: darconf2015@mu.edu.eg / q_elrehany@hotmail.com  

E-mail :Q_elrehany@hotmail.com  
Website: https://ar-ar.facebook.com/MiniaDarElUlloom  

Tel: 086/3333891  Fax:086/3333891
The main topics of
The Eighth International Conference
“The constant and the variable in the Arab and Islamic sciences”
From 2\textsuperscript{nd} to 4\textsuperscript{th} April, 2017

\textbf{The first topic: The constant and the variable in the linguistic sciences:}
- Fundamentals of the linguistic thought.
- Fundamentals of the grammar thought.
- Seeds of change in the grammar and linguistic thought
- Directions of change in the grammar and linguistic thought.
- Change factors and the impact of western theories in it.
- Features of change in the grammar and linguistic lessons.

\textbf{The second topic: The constant and the variable in the literary and critical sciences:}
- Fundamentals of the critical thought – origins & Basics.
- Fundamentals of the literary lesson- The literary Text
- Variables of the critical thought – Humanities Revolution
- Variables of the literary Lesson.
- The role of modern literary & critical theories in the change
- Criticism and Interface Studies
- Theories of modern literary research between the constant and the variable.
- Cultural criticism – From the literary criticism to the cultural one.

\textbf{The third topic: The constant and the variable in the Islamic sciences:}
- Roots & basics in the Islamic sciences.
- The impact of modern western theories and ideas in the argument around the constant and the variable in the modern Islamic thought.
- Jurisprudence of minorities between the constant and the variable.
- The impact of philosophical and verbal thought on directing some fundamentals of the western thought in the middle ages.
- Factors of capacity and flexibility in Sharia sciences.
- The vision of modernists and Muslim reformers on the constant and the variable.
- The impact of Orientalism in the Islamic Sciences
- The constant and the variable in the philosophical lesson in the Peripatetic utterance.
- The constant and the variable in the roots.
- The historical lesson between the constant and the variable.
- Theories of history criticism "Fundamentals and variables"

**The fourth topic: The constant and the variable in the social science:**

- The impact of social and psychological sciences as well as the fundamentals and variables of the linguistic, literary, critical, historical and philosophical lessons.
- The impact of social science, history and variables of the lesson.
- Pure sciences (physics, Mathematics, etc)
- Arts (Music – fine arts).
- History and interface Islamic studies – Economics- sociology- governance and management systems.
- Legal studies between the roots and the variables.